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The Akin Program creates
opportunities for arts participation
in targeted rural communities, for
girls aged 10-18. We want to
create an opportunity for every girl
who puts her hand up saying ‘I
want to learn to use my voice’.

The House That Dan Built is driven to confront
the disconnection between young women in
the cities and young women in rural areas of
Australia. We seek to eliminate these feelings
of separation through sharing skills and
experiences and creating music together to tell
an integrated story of Australian women.
Building a vital platform for female stories
through music and performance, across
generations, cultures and regions of the
Australian landscape.
The 2020 Akin workshop series sees three
leading Toy Choir members accompany the
delivering team of professional female artists
to five selected locations across NSW. Over the
course of a day, each girl participating will have
created a story, learnt how to structure it, and
write it as a song. An audio-visual artist will be
on site to capture the girls’ creations and
together, they will create an accompanying
video clip.
The members of The House create a safe
environment that supports the vulnerability of
the creative process, which is established and
nurtured by all leaders and participants. While
direction and assistance will be offered to the
students, peer based learning is key in honing
and capturing the girls’ talents.

Gunnedah Conservatorium will be partnering with The House that Dan Built in March 2020 to
offer two music workshops to young women of Gunnedah.
March 16th. 9am- 2.30pm. 25 students identified by the Con will be invited to participate in a
1 one day composition workshop. This workshop is for girls who understand harmony and
music notation.
March 17th. 9am-2.30pm. 40 girls who are identified by the school music teachers are
invited to participate in a workshop to introduce girls to singing and playing a musical
instrument. Enthusiasm and a love of singing is all that is required for this day.
Previous music lesson experience is of course welcome, but not required.
The 1 day workshop offers girls identified by the Conservatorium the access and opportunity
to work with female song writers, conductors and story tellers who share their skills with girls
who are interested in learning and creating.
Over the course of a day, each girl will have created a story, learnt how to structure it, and
written a song. An audio visual artist will be on site to capture the girls’ creations and together
they will create a video clip to accompany their song. An example of such can be found here:
https://vimeo.com/164525448
Registrations will open first day of Term 1 2020 at https://www.thehousethatdanbuilt.com/akin

1. Introduction to the Artistic Program

The House is a collaborative force that creates unique experiences to change the world.
The House aims to activate women across the world to feel empowered to speak, to feel like they
belong, like they are part of a chorus.
We achieve this through music, through peer based learning and by creating unforgettably provocative
performances that unapologetically dive headfirst into the issues that are important to young women and
girls. The House creates platforms for female voices to be heard now, and ensures they will be heard in the
future.
We do this through:
Education and training,
Access and opportunity,
Experimentation and creativity in constant pursuit of excellence.

Pursuing mastery of skills is a given when the fire is lit; but true excellence can only be achieved when
dedicated women have the opportunity to lead and share their knowledge with the world. It is only through
experimentation that we will find something new.

The House is driven to confront the disconnection between women and girls in the cities and women and
girls in rural areas. We seek to eliminate these feelings of separateness through sharing skills and
experiences and creating music together to tell an integrated story of Australian women and girls.

Our arts practice is forever evolving, with each young artist we work with bringing something new to the
table and challenging us to question and prod the status quo. By offering a safe space that has the
capacity for total chaos, The House has become a catalyst for the appearance of new patterns, complex
systems, and the unpredictable.

The House is nationally and internationally recognised as a vocally
innovative arts company because we are adventurous, we experiment,
collaborate and listen.
From our base in Sydney we connect and travel to Western Sydney,
through rural and remote NSW, across The Pacific to our work in Asia,
and back again to share our work nationally across Australia. Our
reach in NSW spans Byron to Broken Hill, Sydney to Narrandera,
Penrith to Albury and in 2020,. More broadly we also bring the work of
NSW artists to rural QLD and The Torres Strait. In 2019 we will
showcase our work at the Venice Biennale through our involvement in
Angela Mesiti’s Assembly and begin the process of working in Japan
as part of our collaboration with Sydney Chamber Opera.
Here at The House we are creating a vital new platform for Australian
female voices. We provide access and opportunity by activating
spaces where women artists and girls with passion make work,
responding to female narratives across generations, cultures and
regions of the Australian landscape.

Byron to Broken Hill,
Sydney to Narrandera,
Penrith to Albury and in
2020, Gunnedah.

The girls we attract to the House are advocates of change and power.
Not in the future, NOW. This is how the house is really playing with a
daring idea in all our art works and workshops. The artists that work in
the house, regardless of age are not purely recipients of education.
The House is not a facility to educate. What we have created is a
place where profession female artists are in the room with their own
spark, looking to see where a fire will burn, giving avenues so that
exploration and questions can meet discussion and growth.
We are passionate about the journey of learning, becoming experts
and then sharing.

3. Process- the how of how we work

At The House, access and excellence are as vitally important as each other.
Opportunities for access to the arts should be there for any girl who puts their hand up. Continual
participation is fostered by ongoing support mechanisms, coupled with easy access to networks across all
phases of the artists’ journey.
We have developed a system for ongoing artistic improvement for all the artists we work with. It is only
through rigorous practice and consistent training that those connections between artists and their work
develop. By offering opportunities for exciting methods of training and development, the House helps
young artists to continually develop and refine their work.
The House That Dan Built is changing the way we think about and work with young female artists
The House identifies and engages girls from diverse cultural backgrounds who show passion,
commitment and aptitude for the arts. In partnership with schools and community youth based
organisations we identify and overcome barriers to participation, providing scholarships, transport, access
to musical instruments and space. We build support teams of teachers, families and elders around
participants.
We foster long-term engagement, confidence and skill through the rigor and methodology of musical
practice. At the heart of The House is The Gang, sixteen young women who have worked with Artistic
Director Danielle O’Keefe for up to twelve years. The Gang provides peer-to-peer mentorship to newer
participants.
The House champions young women as the amazing artists and leaders that they are, now. Providing a
safe space for women of all ages to share their stories and learn to use their voice is a key aspect of The
House’s work. The House’s learning cycle, which allows each artist to teach her own skills to others, and
learn other’s skills, is a key part of their work and model, allowing women to learn from each other and
extend their skills.
The House that Dan Built’s core mission to is to empower young women and give their voices a platform
to be heard through the arts. The potential for intensive community engagement through including
choruses of local girls is a unique opportunity for peer-to -peer learning of new skills. The House
understands the importance of engaging with each unique regional audience they perform for, and the
company is passionate about improving access to high-quality theatre for regional audiences.

The House challenges the audience stereotype of ‘the young artist’ by
using a framework that allows artists to develop and perform in a
boundary pushing, challenging way.
We collaborate with respected artists and arts companies to explore the
female experience of the world through voice. We want the audience to
feel inspired, curious, awed, and amazed by the whole experience.
The House aims to create at least two works per year. By creating highquality experimental works, the House provides opportunities to young
female artists to refine their skills and offers a platform for their voices to
be heard.
Because we are in constant pursuit of understanding our craft and our
audiences our ensemble all desire the chance to be part of a learning,
doing teaching excelling cycle. By doing this we are able to cast our net
wide and light fires of opportunity for lots of young women in a graceful
and energised way right across the state.

Danielle O’Keefe- Artistic Director
Danielle has worked in the Arts for over 18 years. Beginning
her practice as a performer and vocalist, Danielle has in recent
years honed her skills of leading, establishing a reputation as
one of the country’s leading youth arts creators.
After finishing her vocal studies in 2003 in London, Danielle
returned to Sydney to conduct the Australian Youth Choir (AYC)
and held that post until 2012 when she left to work in Outback
Australia. Simultaneous to conducting the AYC, Danielle
worked with companies such as the Australian Theatre for
Young People (ATYP), Sydney Chamber Opera (SCO) The
Australian Institute of Performing Arts (AIPA), Brent Street and
PACT to create exciting works for and with young people.
Alongside her work with young people, Danielle has directed
MainStage shows at the Seymour Centre, The Joan Sutherland
Performing Arts Complex and Merrigong Theatre.
Danielle established The House That Dan Built in 2015, which
houses the Toy Choir, a singing and ukulele playing ensemble
of young girls which Danielle initiated and conducts. The Toy
Choir is uniquely hearing the ideas and impressions of girls
and young women in Australian today. Members of the Toy
Choir also participate in the Akin program, which sees Danielle
facilitate creative workshops for girls all over regional NSW.
As Artistic Director of Outback Theatre for Young People,
Danielle was responsible for a $250,000 budget delivering two
festivals in regional NSW using voices and local story-tellers to
bring the environment to life.

The Long Table

Cross-generational women’s stories on the Australian landscape.

IN PROCESS AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT THE LONG TABLE:

The Long Table is a contemporary, large-scale projection and performance
installation of cross-generational storytelling.
Between 2012 and 2015, artist Danielle O’Keefe spent three months a year
creating community engagement projects out of the town of Deniliquin in
regional NSW, located 285km north of Melbourne and 735km south west of
Sydney. While in the region she was meeting up with women to talk, to be
given advice, support and was invited into their homes. In each instance the
conversation would begin with a cup of tea. It was the foundation of
friendship, an icebreaker, the beginning of a quiet moment and a reason to be
together. It was a ritual of introduction, of sharing and of friendship.
The Long Table explores the stories of women on the land across generations;
the matriarchal experiences that inhabit and enliven houses owned & passed
through patriarchal lines. Engaging with landscape, distance, relationships &
the rapidly widening gap that technology is causing between the experiences
of generations of women.
As communication technologies rapidly take hold, the social landscape of
rural Australia is changing. What could once only be done by a six hour round
trip to the next town can now be achieved over text. As interpersonal
communication decreases, the storytelling and knowledge sharing that has so
long been a part of women’s relationships is at risk of disappearing. The Long
Table focuses on these stories, and local girls become project custodians in
each of the rural communities. Rural women are an active part of the creation
and collaboration of the Long Table project, and the project thrives off diverse,
unique experiences.

The House is driven to confront the disconnection found between women in
the city and women in rural areas. Girls in the country have told us that all girls
in the city “know everything, and have it all worked out.” Girls in the city have
been baffled about how a tomato grows, and cannot fathom what
opportunities the vast Australian landscape could offer them. Through story
gathering and sharing, the Long Table seeks to eliminate these feelings of
separation. Through peer based skills teaching and cooperative music
creation; The Long Table supports a diverse group of women and girls in
telling an integrated story.
Working with local girls in each rural community, the Long Table ensures each
unique group of women are represented and valued. The House understands
the unique history and communities of each rural town, and never seeks to
homogenise women’s stories or create blanket artistic statements. Instead,
through long-term collaboration and in depth work in each community, the
Long Table gives rural women an opportunity to make their voices heard, and
share stories with other generations.
Set along one very long dining table, two hundred place settings hold two
hundred vignettes of women’s lives from across Australia. An eclectic feast of
intimate domestic worlds and vast rural landscapes, these cross-generational
women’s stories are served up, one place setting at a time.
As the viewer pauses at each setting, lovingly curated images are projected
into domestic vessels while voices of the unseen women whisper in their ear,
accompanied by the compositions of teenage girls who have witnessed and
collaborated. The viewer is invited in, one story at a time, to the multifaceted,
rapidly changing world of women through the generations.
Each narrative becomes a moment in time where young, old, rural and urban
women’s experiences intersect to capture humour, curiosity, challenge,
heartbreak and delight.
The Long Table is an exploration of female voice, and the resilience of women
across generations and land.

